A phonetic form generation experiment is performed for the purpose of examining validity of the phonological rules and their application algorithms.
The rules reside in the phonological component of a semantics-to-speech system implemented in a computer, and are tiered firstly based on the cyclic rule application principle, and secondly on the two different dimensions of phonological processing:segmental and accentual. Success fulintegration of application of the segmental and accentual rules is achieved through conversion of tree-structured sentences to phonetic form. The rules are installed in the system in a human-editable format, translated by a rule compiler into executable Lisp functions, tested and found to be valid.
INTRODUCTION
There has long been a constant need for making speech an efficient tool for man-machine communi cation,with an ultimate goal of the efforts being a machine that acquires human intelligence for han dlingspeech. Construction of a speech synthesis sys temthat includes generation from a semantic base gains importance in this respect. For that reason accurate analysis of relevant phenomena and their description consistent with human linguistic pro cessingare indispensable. Linguistic rules incorpo rated,speech synthesis systems now current are of two types: (1) morpheme sequences, which are phonologically phonetic form,(2) tiered rule ordering based on the cyclic application principle,(3) integration of appli cationof the segmental and accentual rules, and (4) simultaneous execution of structure conversion and rule application. The purpose of this paper is to perform a phonetic form generation experiment to verify validity of the phonological rules 7-9) and rule application algorithms employed in this phonological component. The rules are tiered according firstly to the two different dimensions of phonological pro cessing:segmental and accentual, and secondly to their rule-applicational relevance to syntactic struc tures:cyclic and noncyclic. The algorithms of these applications we will discuss in detail in Sec. 3. To the cyclic segmental rules we grant the role of mora generation and preservation, 8) whereas the noncyclic segmental rules deal with phonetic smooth ingof segmental sequences. The cyclic accentual rules are meant to realize phrasal accent assignment, whose output the noncyclic accentual rules handle on a syllabic basis toward accent movement among/ within the syllable(s). The rules are ordered cyclic to noncyclic. In the cyclic stage, syntactic trees are convered to linearly aligned phonetic form as the morphological, 8) segmental 8)and accentual 9) rules are applied, whereas noncyclically, the segmental, 8) accentual 9) and phonetic 8) rules scan sequences of phonetic form from left to right.
For computer implementation of the syntactic and phonological components we use Franz-Lisp 10) for the reasons that follow:the basic data structure it handles can easily and fully express tree-structured sentences, and hence the data and rules are expected to be programmed in easily readable and maintain ableformat. The rules are all represented in a con -text-sensitive rewrite rule format, and then for wardedto the rule compiler we have developed to translate them into executable Lisp functions. The results show that the cyclic application algorithm is well capable of handling resolution of tree structures into sequences of phonetic symbols, and that the rules produce appropriate phonetic form from cor respondingsyntactic structures. Simultaneously executed, cyclic rule application, 80) together with recursive concatenation of a suffix to a stem, brings about a successful integration of segmental and accentual aspects of phonological processing.
THE SEMANTICS-TO-SPEECH SYSTEM
For the purpose of confirming validity of the seg mentaland accentual rules 8,9) and examining their integrated operation we will perform a phonetic form experiment in Sec. 3. on a semantics-to-speech system. 5,7) This section describes a global structure of the entire system, of which the phonological component is the focus with its tiered rules. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of the semantics to-speech system consisting of three major sub systemsindicated by upper case bold face; the syn tacticcomponent (syntax)<SYNTACTIC GENER ATOR>accepts semantic frames which is a struc turedset of conceptual fragments and yielding a tree structuredsentence, the phonological rule component (phonology)<PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSOR> produces phonetic form corresponding to the input sentence, and the <SPEECH SYNTHESIZER> renders physical speech. Implementation of the first two of this three-part system has been developed in Franz-Lisp in the task domain of a fairy tale. location, an accentual rule type, 9) morphological conditions8) and a lexical category, information all originated in the lexicon. To take an example of /xi/, an auxiliary for durative aspect, the list (xi 1 99 HAI VGer XV) shows from left to right the following:the phonological form is /xi/ with /x/ representing a glottal stop. 1, 99 and HA1 are information utilized by the accentual rules, 1 denot ingmonosyllabicity, 99 unaccentedness, and HA1 the accentual rule it uses in stem-suffix concatena tion,9)whereas VGer used in word formation rules shows that in stem-suffix concatenation, it requires a gerund of a verb stem in front of it, and XV indicates a lexical category, that is an auxiliary of verbal-inflectional type. 8) With this structure fed to the phonological component, the three-tiered cyclic rules are activated between a pair of morphemes, each enclosed in a single pair of parentheses and adjacent to each other. We employ the following approximation for termination of cyclic application; the downstep is an accentual carryover observed in the prosody of a phonological phrase; a minor phrase is defined to be a phonological phrase con taininga single downstep, 16) which can easily be found in utterance.
Thus, we marked syntactic counterparts of minor phrases in input sentences, which roughly correspond to top-most postpositional phrases and lowermost verb phrases. As syntactic tree pruning proceeds, cyclic application stops when a marked syntactic category label is found. An outcome of cyclic rule application is now exposed to the noncyclic rules, which are also three-tiered as seen in Fig. 1 . As opposed to the segmental nature of the lookup by the noncyclic segmental and phonet icrules over the sequence of phonetic symbols, contextual reference of the noncyclic accentual rules is syllable-based. However, in either way the non cyclicrules scan the sequence from left to right, look ingfor the right context through a-few-segment/ syllable wide window. Table 1 is the list of the phono logicalrules in the order of application as they oper atein the system in Fig. 1 . The three-letter abbrevia tionsare for use in the programmed rules and traces of sample runs in the appendices.
The final output of the phonology is then accepted by the synthesizer providing it with corresponding spectral and temporal parameters supplied by the parameter file prepared in advance through acoustic analysis of Japanese. 5,17) With a temporally con catenatedparameter matrix the synthesizer 18) com putesspeech wave, yielding D/A converted Japanese speech; the segmental duration is computed by a statistical model proposed by Sagisaka and Toh kura, 19)whereas phrasal and sentential prosody is basically controlled by concatenation of linear functions.")
PHONETIC FROM GENERATION
In order to evaluate the phonological rules and their application mechanisms in actual opeartion we performed a rule application experiment for phonetic form generation. This section presents application algorithms and data structures of the rules, and discusses the results.
Algorithms and Data Structures
Since the syntax produces tree-structured mor phemesin their raw base forms, those making up a verb phrase have to go through three processes to render corresponding phonetic form:word formation (morphological verbal compounding), cyclic seg mentaland accentual rule application. In the par ticularcase in Fig. 3 the morphemes in question are {tobas}(verb stem 'to fly'),{xi}(durative auxiliary) and {to}(past tense suffix) that should produce the phonetic form /tobasitexita/. These processes cor respondto the three tiers of rules inside the loop in the flowchart in Fig. 1 . Concatenation of these morphemes in the list structure in Fig. 3 takes place in this loop in the following manner:the innermost pair of parentheses enclosing a morpheme is deleted. For each morpheme embedded in multiple layers of parentheses this action is repeated until it is finally surrounded by a single pair. When it comes next to another morpheme also enclosed in a single pair, these two morphemes are concatenated with the pairs of parentheses deleted. As for the verb phrase in Fig. 3 , the first concatenation occurs between {xi} and {a}, deriving {xita}, then between {tobas} and {xita}, where the latter demands the former of its gerundive form. This demand meets the conditions of word formation rule <gsa>, and activates it, result ingin insertion of {te}(gerundive suffix). This is followed by application of segmental rule <fvi> and accentual rule <ha4>. The exact procedure per formedby the rule application and morpheme con catenationengine is given in the lower half of the trace of a sample run of cyclic rule application in Appendix C. Similar processes are taken for the noun phrases in Fig. 3 . igure 4 shows this algorithm of rule application in Lisp function format. The function <cyrac> is a function handling cyclic application, with its argu ment<syn> being a sentence as in Fig. 3 . For ease of understanding a sentence can approximately be a left-branching binary tree, where a node pointer goes from the root down into the leaves to look for termi nalsymbols. In the case where the pointer is at the node immediately dominating the terminal symbols, it has a list of all atoms of the form (p n i r v c), where p, n, i, r, v and c denote the phonological form, syllable number, accent location, accentual rule, verbal compounding condition, and lexical category, respectively, and where v can be null. The last c is at the same time a node label underneath the present pointer location. Otherwise, wherever the pointer may be, it has either two or three elements in the list.
(The last one denoting the node label, the node has one or two subordinate(s) underneath it.) A general form of the list being (s1 s2 c), si and s2 are lists, and c is an atom denoting a lexical category, and s2 can be null. There is an exceptional moment in the tree when a node dominates three subordinates; it is after a word formation rule has been applied and a gerundive/infinitival suffix is inserted in between, but that situation is resolved at the end of the cycle when a derived morpheme is made by concatenating the three. Thus, the subfunctions in <cyrac> have the roles as follows:<rmtail> removes the tail element c of the list as the engine counts the number of the rest. <atomlistp> notifies whether the list is of (p n i r v c) or of (s1 s2 c). <catlex 2> and <catlex 3> concatenate lexical morphemes at the end of the cycle. <rulap_c> is the cyclic rule applier that holds rule names in variable <*cyrulnames*> and runs the rules at the pointed node in the order given in Table  1 . Figure 5 schematizes contraction of lexical in formationtaking place in stem-suffix concatenation using a simple example of a noun stem /no@hara/ segmental rules are not applied in the making of this particular noun phrase because of the mora struc turegranted in the lexical base, the accentual rules await this stem-suffix compound and start placing an accent on this derived stem using information carried in the lists of the original morphemes. In each of these particular lists the first element represents the phonological form with '@' indicating an accent on the vowel to its immediate left, and the second shows the number of syllables in the morpheme, whereas 1 and 99 in the third represent an accent on the first syllable and unaccentedness, respectively, and the fourth indicates the rule feature with H and HA1 indicating a stem and an accentual rule (hal:head dominantaccent assignment 1) to be applied in concatenation, respectively. Finally, the fifth gives a lexical or syntactic category. Thus, this /no@hara/-/de/ concatenation activates <hal>, yielding a de rivedstem at the lower half of Fig. 5 . Exact pro cedureof this making is found in the upper half of the trace of a sample run of phonetic form generation in Appendix C. Figure 6 (1) is an example of an output of cyclic rule application to a sentence, which now is to be exposed to the noncyclic rules. Figure 6 (2) is an intermediate expression of a list of segments and morpheme boundaries denoted by'=,' to which the noncyclic segmental rules are applied looking from left to right for the context through a window of the length of two to four segments. The result of applica tionof these rules is Fig. 6 (3) . To name segmental changes there, they are /zI/ before /i/, palatalization by <dfp>;/gn/ non-phrase-initially, velar stop nasal izationby <vsn>;/hi/ before/ i/, palatalization by <gfp>;/iq/ between voiceless stops /h k/, devoicing by <hvd>;/x/ before non-/al, glottal fricative for mationby <gsf>;/si/ before /i/, palatalization by <dfp>; and /iq/ between voiceless stops /s t/, devoic ingby <hvd>. In the previous paper" we defined a set of distinctive features for the Japanese phonemes with these notations. Figure 6 (4) differs in the syl lablebased delimitation from Fig. 6 (3) after noncylic accent movement rule application although it is vacuous in this particular case. Figure 6 (5) gives the result of application of the phonetic rules. Consequently, the phonological component provides an input string for the synthesizer as in Fig. 6 (6) . Exact noncyclic rule application procedures are found in the trace of a sample run for noncyclic rule application in Appendix D. The rules are installed in the system in rewrite rule format, each represented by a three-element list. Figure 7 shows excerpts of the rules from each of the six layers. The general semantics of these rules is: the first element is replaced by the second in the asterisked position of the third provided that the context expressed in the third is satisfied. For the segmental rules any one of the three elements can be null; if it is the first one, insertion; the second, dele tion;and the third, context-free operation. For the accentual rules only the third one can be null, in which case it is context-free. The distinctive features adopted in these rules are those defined elsewhere. sequence, as in /ka@ita/ modified to /ka@jta/. Refer to Appendix A for the entire set of rules.
We have developed a rule compiler that translates these rules into Lisp functions so that the rule appli cationengine can access them. Refer to Appendix B for illustrations of compiled form of the rules: cyclic segmental <dva>, accent assignment <hal 2> and noncyclic segmental <vsn>, with their actual manipulation given in the above paragraph.
Rule Application Experiment
The rules in Table 1 are prepared as in Sec. 3.1 and installed in the system. A trace of a sample run of cyclic rule application is given in Appendix C for the sentence /yuuziga noharade hikoukiwo tobasitexita/ syntax is displayed at the beginning of the trace as a returned value for variable <syn11>. We see that the cyclic rule application engine composed of func tions<cyrac>, <rulap_c> and <catlex> actually con catenatesthe stem-suffix compound when a cycle terminates. If not applied, a cyclic rule function returns 'nil,' which, however, is inhibited in the trace. As for the first three simplex noun phrases {yuuzi ga} 'yuuzi-Nominative,' {nohara de} 'field-Locative,' and {hikouki wo} 'plane-Accusative,' where mora structure is preserved from the lexical base, cyclic segmental rules do not apply, but accent assignment is made by <hal2>, yielding /yu@uziga/, /no@harade/ and /hiko@ukiwo/. Note that the stem-suffix concate nationperformed by <catlex> takes place for the first time on termination of the cycle although the syllable-related lexical values in suffixes are cleared after accentual rules are applied. After generating these noun phrases, <gsa> is applied to insert {te} for gerundive compounding of {tobas} and {xita}, and <fvi> further inserts /i/ between <tobas> and {te} to create moraicity.8)<ha41> is activated to produce unaccented subphrases /tobasite/ and /xita/ from {tobas} 'fly' and {xita} 'Durative-Past,' respectively, with the final outcome unaccented /tobasitexita/ using <hall>.
A trace of noncyclic rule application is shown in Appendix D, which is essentially the same as Fig. 6 , but more detailed. It shows activation of eight non cyclicsegmental and three phonetic rules:segmental rules:<hvd122 and hvd222>(high vowel devoicing) devoice two /i/'s in the contexts /h_k/ and /s_t/. <dsf> (glottal stop formation) replaces /w/ with /x/. <vsn> nasalizes /g/ and produces /gn/. <dfpl> and <dfp2) (dental fricative palatalization) palatalize /s z/ in front of /1/. <gfp> (glottal fricative palatali zation)replaces /h/ with /hi/ before high front /if. <lvf1> (long vowel formation) changes /ou/ in /hlikouki/ into /00/. Phonetic rules:<gsd> (glottal stop deletion) deletes all /x/'s in the string. <dtgl> and <dtg2> (diphthongization) substitute /ei/ and /uu/ for /ey/ and /uw/, respectively. A noncyclic rule function returns the argument itself if not applied, which, however, is omitted in the trace in Appendix D.
CONCLUSION
In order to confirm validity of the phonological rules and their application algorithms, we installed the rules in the phonological component of a seman tics-to-speech system implemented in the computer, and performed a phonetic form generation experi mentusing these rules. The rules are tiered based firstly on the segmental and accentual nature of data they handle, secondly on the cyclic rule application principle. Achievements we obtained are:(1) tree structuredinput sentences are converted to linearly aligned phonetic symbols in the simultaneous execu tionof the cyclic rule application and morphological stem-suffix concatenation.
(2) With these tiers of rules and the cyclic rule application algorithm, inte grationof segmental and accentual phases of phono logicalprocessing is attained.
The rules are installed in the computer in a human-editable format, translated by a rule compiler into executable Lisp functions, tested and found to be valid.
